
8 PTC SC13 rigs
working in a
job site of 128,000
stone columns,
Brazil.

The Brazilian consortium
ATERPA - SERVENG is working 
on the duplication of the BR-135 
highway that connects the city of
São Luis to Belo Horizonte.
For this important project the 
contractor requires to improve 
the soil bearing capacity by
realising 1,300,000 linear meters 
of stone columns.
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Currently the BR-135 has a two-way traffic flow, but 
with only one lane in each direction. The project 
will transform the road into a modern four lane 
dual carriageway highway for over 100 km. The 
enlargement starts at Estiva (Up to where the road 
is has been already enlarged) to Cunha Machado 
airport access at the town of Miranda do Norte. 

The project has been divided into three lots to 
optimize the working progress. The first batch 
has 26.30 km is from Estiva to the intersection 
with BR-402 in Bacabeiras. In addition, this job lot 
requires moving the existing railway next to the 
old road, and overcoming the obstacle of passing 
through the “Campo de Periz” that has over 18 km 
of soft clay saturated with water.

Aterpa and Serveng are general contractors and 
have chosen for the first time to do the ground 
treatment work with their own teams. For 
achieving this enormous project, HLT (PTC Agent 
in Brazil) sold to the consortium 8 units of PTC 
SC13 stone column rigs.

A PTC technician together with HLT technical 
staff have been sent to the jobsite to do the 
commissioning and training of the various teams, 
as well as to provide maintenance support during 
the initial phase of the project. 

PTC SC13 rigs are all-in-one machines specifically 
designed for the production of stone columns. 
The SC13 consists of a carrier, a mast, a PTC VL18 
Vibrolance with Bottom Feed System (BFS), 
a stone skip, a stone tank, and an intelligent cabin 
with automatic working modes.

The Bottom Feed System is a key feature of this 
machine, as it allows the Vibrolance to start 
feeding the stones from the desired depth up to 
the surface, without ever pulling out the Vibrolance 
from the ground. This system allows a continuous 
process of stone feeding and stone compaction, 
generating significant time savings, guaranteeing 
the quality of the stone column and attaining an 
unmatchable productivity.

The project requires the production of 128,000 
stone columns, with depths ranging from 8 to 
13 m, and 800 mm diameter. These stone columns 
are done with 15 - 30 mm size gravels and follow 
a square pattern of 2 x 2 m. In this job site, 8 PTC 
SC13 rigs are working in two shifts for a total of 
18 hours per day. PTC’s SC13 gravel consumption is 
0.5m3 / linear meter and its maximum productivity 
attains 300 to 400 linear meters per day.

The use of PTC Vibcorder monitoring system, 
which measures among other the depth, diameter 
and compaction level of each stone column, has 
been highly useful to the contractor. The stone 
column’s production information is saved on a USB 
key inside the SC13 cabin. Each day this information 
is processed and printed in the contractor’s office 
and sent to the state of Maranhão municipality, 
as proof of the quality compliance of each stone 
column done at the jobsite.

At the end of this part of the project, 1,300,000 
linear meters of stone columns will be installed 
in the ground to allow the enlargement of the 
BR-135 road over a length of 18 km (out of the 
100 km total) that must pass through the soft soil 
of “Campo de Periz”.

KEY FACTS

•	 1,300,000 linear meters of

 stone columns

•	 SC13 max. productivity:

 300 - 400 linear meters per 

 working shift of 18 h

•	 Maximum stone column

 depth: 13 m

•	 Square pattern 2 m x 2 m
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Vibcorder monitoring report (extract)Equipments

•	 8 PTC stone column rigs SC13
 - Engine power: 194 kW / 260 HP
 - Operating weight: 41 ton
 - Skip capacity: 0.75 m3 gravel
 - Stone tank capacity: 1.5 m3

 - Automatic charging and compaction modes

•	 Vibrolance VL18 BFS
 - Equipped with Bottom Feed System
 - Eccentric moment: 1.8 m.kg
 - Frequency: 50 Hz / 3000 rpm
 - Hydraulic power: 110 kW / 150 HP

•	 Vibcorder Monitoring system
 - Stone column depth
 - Volume of gravel consumption
 - Compaction level (by measuring the Vibrolance pressure)
 - Stone column realization time
 - Stone column profile (diameter / depth)

•	 Air compressor Kaeser M122
 - Max. air flow: 9.5 m3 / min
 - Engine power: 83 kW / 113 HP.

- Date : 21/05/2014
- Start time : 04:27:14
- End time : 04:53:43
-  Rig: 5a

- Penetration time: 00:01:28 
- Compaction time: 00:25:01

- Length: 10,69 m
- Volume: 5,223 m3
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